LOST OBJECT FINDER FOR
The Number You Selected is: 278872179
HOW THE LOST OBJECT FINDER WORKS
Every action you take and every observation you make, whether consciously or
distractedly, is permanently stored somewhere in your subconscious. When a car
passes by while you are talking to someone, the car may take up no more than a
blur in your peripheral vision, but it is recorded and stored, nonetheless. It
happened, your eye caught it and sent the information to the brain, and there it
leaves an imprint. This is the case whether you have a good memory or not. Your
ability to retrieve such information is another matter entirely.
In theory, it is possible to remember at a much later date, the license-plate number
of the car above. In fact, this kind of thing is commonly achieved with the help of
hypnosis. Numerology can help you take advantage of the vast storage room of
information your subconscious contains by offering you a unique retrieval system.
Let's say, you have lost a ring. The only thing you know for sure is you were there
when you last had the ring in your possession. Perhaps it fell out of your pocket,
which caused a barely noticeable decrease in weight, or it made a quiet "ploink"
when it hit the carpet and rolled under the couch. Or you put it somewhere and
forgot it. Whatever happened, you do not discover the loss of your ring until
several days later. The moment you lost the ring, however, is stored in your
subconscious. The way to tap into that source is by exercising your subconscious.
Numerology does this by asking you to randomly select nine digits. While not
infallible, this age-old method has shown surprising results.
THE ANSWER TO YOUR QUERY

It is in a church or another place of worship. It may also be in a place of healing,
such as a hospital.

